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From the President

The European Union and
the Interventionist State
BY

RICHARD

IV!. E B E L I N G

A

Over the next two years, votes will be taken
among the member nations to ratify the proposed
constitution. In some countries the decision will be
made by the parliament; in others, by referendum. T h e
constitution will only go into effect if the EU countries
unanimously agree to it.

ccording to a public-opinion survey released
in January, almost nine out of every ten
citizens of European Union ( E U ) member
nations know either little or nothing of the draft
constitution for Europe, which would further central
ize political power and control over their lives. Yet
in spite of this pervasive ignorance, 49 percent said
they favor the constitution. Only 16 percent expressed
their opposition.
T h e poll was taken on behalf of the EU Commis
sion last fall. While 11 percent of the respondents said
they consider themselves generally knowledgeable of
the content of the proposed constitution, 56 percent
said they know very little about it. And of the 33 per
cent who admitted they had never even heard about
the constitution, 22 percent still said they favor it!

Central to the proposed constitution is a charter of
"fundamental rights." Many are consistent with the
principles of liberty, including a ban on torture and
inhumane or degrading punishment, and a prohibition
on slavery and involuntary servitude. It also affirms
freedom of speech, assembly, and religion, along with
impartial justice under the rule of law. In addition, it
promises freedom of movement, including the right of
residence and work for any citizen within the territory
of the EU (though some member countries wish to
establish certain limits on this freedom).

T h e EU grew out of attempts that began in the
1950s to establish a free-trade zone among a number of
western European countries, both to improve their
prosperity and to reduce the potential for conflict after
the experiences of the two world wars. It formally
became the European Economic Community (EEC)
with the Treaty of Rome in 1957. But soon the freetrade idea was superseded by various interventionist
programs for intergovernmental planning of agriculture
and industry, and for a welfare-state social safety net.

But the proposed EU constitution also incorpor
ates among its "fundamental rights" an entire array of
welfare-state entitlements. Every citizen will be
guaranteed "free and compulsory education." Every
citizen is promised "freedom to conduct a business,"
but "the use of property may be regulated insofar as it
is necessary for the general interest."
While the constitution speaks of "freedom of asso
ciation at all levels," any private discrimination "on
the basis of sex, race, ethnic or social origin, genetic
features, language, religion or belief, political or other
opinion, membership of a national minority, property,
birth, disability, or sexual orientation shall be prohib
ited." Employers must also provide "equality between
men and women," including in "employment, work,
and pay." But EU governments may discriminate
through affirmative-action laws "for specific advan
tages in favor of the under-represented sex."

T h e EEC was transformed into the EU in 1992,
with additional plans for a single currency, which
finally came to fruition with the establishment of the
euro as a circulating currency in 2002. In 2000 a
conference was held in Nice, France, to plan the
expansion of the EU to incorporate many new member
states in central and eastern Europe, as well as to
determine voting procedures in the expanded EU.
T h e n in October 2004, at a conference in Rome, the
EU members agreed to a draft constitution that is
meant to lead to a more integrated political regime and
eventually a United States of Europe.
THE F R E E M A N : Ideas on L i b e r t y
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The European Union and the Interventionist

"every worker has the right to working conditions

State

governments from loosening or eliminating restric

which respect his or her health, safety, and dignity."

tions on the freedom of enterprise within their own

Every worker in the EU is also to be guaranteed a paid

countries. Brussels would end up establishing a "floor"

vacation ("an annual period of paid leave") as well

for all of Europe below which no one country would be

maternity and paternity leave. Nor may a worker be

able to reduce state control over the economy.

dismissed without a prolonged legal procedure.

The EU economic regulations under the constitu

Elderly people are to be guaranteed a "life of digni

tion would also impose all the currently "politically

ty and independence, and to participate in social and

correct" conceptions about environmental regulation.

cultural life." All EU citizens are to have "the entitle

T h e constitution would end up establishing European-

ment to social security benefits and social services

wide labor-law standards and controls that would make

providing protection in cases such as maternity, illness,

it more difficult or impossible for individual member

industrial accidents, dependency, or old age, and the

states to reduce anti-market restrictions on wages and

case of loss of employment." Also guaranteed by the

work conditions.

constitution is "the right to social and housing assis

W h a t Europe is moving towards therefore is a

tance so as to assure a decent existence for all those

constitutional institutionalization of the interven

who lack sufficient resources," as well as "the right of

tionist-welfare state. If the citizens of one member

access to preventative health care and the right to ben

country saw the benefits of following a more laissez-

efit from medical treatment."

faire set of policies, they would be unable to take
such a course of action unless they were able to per

Centralized Power

suade a majority of the other member governments

T

to go along with it.

countries. O n the surface much of what is promulgat

slowly but surely be monopolized in the central E U

he proposed constitution also contains a lengthy
section on economic relations among the member

All

social and economic policy-making would

ed would seem to be consistent with a vast free-trade

administration. Local control and decision-making

zone incorporating much of the European continent.

would be drained away from levels of government

Indeed, under the EU constitutional rules there would

closest to the people and moved to Brussels, where

be established a wide degree of freedom of movement,

a vast and unaccountable bureaucracy has already

occupation, capital investment and transfer,

been usurping powers previously in the hands of

and

financial mobility. And none of this should be under

member governments.

valued as an important improvement for the economic

Unfortunately, it is doubtful whether a majority of

well-being of the people of Europe as a whole.

the people in the E U would oppose this trend even if

But a closer reading of the constitution's clauses

they were more informed about the content of the pro

makes it clear that over time a growing amount of

posed constitution. O f the 11 percent who said they

responsibility and control would be shifted away from

are knowledgeable about it, 75 percent said they favor

the member nations to the centralized E U authority

it; and of the 56 percent who stated they know very lit

and bureaucracy in Brussels. Taxing policies and

tle about the constitution's content, 60 percent said

regulations would be "harmonized," meaning less

they support it.

opportunity for individual governments to take advan

It seems that the interventionist-welfare state is

tage of having lower taxes than their neighbors.

desired by the vast majority of Europeans, regardless

"Competition policy" would see the concentration of

of what level of government imposes it. Freedom,

interventionist rules in the hands of the European-

especially economic liberty, apparently has a very low

wide regulatory agencies; this would keep individual

priority in the cradle of Western Civilization.
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outhful exponents of the freedom philosophy
sometimes believe that things will get better
politically only if they first get worse. As statism
brings its inevitable hardships, people will correctly
identify the causes of their adversity and demand a
rollback of government power.

Richard M. Ebeling
Sheldon Richrnan
Beth A . Hoffman
Paul L. Poirot
George C. Leef

T h e Russian Revolution, which grew out of a miser
able war, seems to support the theory that bad can lead
to revolutionary change. But there's one hitch.
The Bolsheviks sought an increase in state power.
Libertarians seek a vast reduction. That a crisis can
lead to socialism—indeed, totalitarianism—is no evi
dence that it can lead to capitalism.
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We're reminded of this by an economist at George
Mason University, and an old friend, Bryan Caplan. In
his article "The Idea Trap" (www.econlib.org/library/
Columns/y2004/Caplanidea.html), Caplan writes, "A
society can get stuck in an 'idea trap,' where bad ideas
lead to bad policy, bad policy leads to bad growth, and
bad growth cements bad ideas. Once you fall into this
trap, all it often takes is common sense to get out. But
when people are desperate, common sense gets even
less common than usual."
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For Caplan, this explains why many countries never
shed their growth-inhibiting policies for privatization
and deregulation: "The connection between growth
and ideas is not so much logical as psychological. It is
not logical for people to embrace counter-productive
ideas just because conditions are getting worse, but
they seem to do it anyway. Perhaps the best explana
tion is that the public relies on a military metaphor:
You should avoid aggressive government intervention
in good times, but during a crisis, you need to teach
your enemies a lesson, not waste time soul-searching
about how you provoked them."
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Ludwig von Mises and Joseph Schumpeter, Caplan
notes, were skeptical that bad will lead to good.
As Mises wrote, "Popular opinion ascribes all these
evils to the capitalistic system. As a remedy for the
undesirable effects of interventionism they ask for
still more interventionism." Mises offered further
support for the "idea trap" in his book A Critique of
Interventionism, in which he showed how the harms

The Freeman is available on microfilm from University Microfilm
International, 3 0 0 North Zeeb Road, A n n Arbor, MI 4 8 1 0 6 .
Copyright © 2005 Foundation for Economic Education. All
rights reserved. Reproduction or use, without permission, of edito
rial or graphic content is prohibited.
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P E R S P E C T I V E : B a d Is N o t G o o d
from government control of the economy could lead to
further controls rather than economic freedom.
Freeman columnist Roberts Higgs has added to our
theoretical and empirical knowledge of such things in
his classic work, Crisis and Leviathan. In that book he
showed that the crises born of war and depression tend
to lead to more intrusive government, not demands for
liberal reform.

of the world. The irony, Steven Horwitz shows, is that
free trade is indispensable to the escape from poverty.
Whatever happened to the Great Outsourcing
Scare of 2004? It disappeared as quickly as it emerged.
Jude Blanchette explains that there was never
anything to fear.
For the critics of capitalism, almost anything quali
fies as proof that the system is morally flawed. T h e
recent corporate scandals thus created a feeding frenzy
for those who would give the government more super
vision over peaceful commerce. But Norman Barry
demonstrates that, if anything, those scandals indicate
the need for deregulation of the marketplace.

Alexis de Tocqueville is famously associated with a
logical corollary of the "idea trap," the theory of the
revolution of rising expectations, namely, that
improvement begets improvement. In The Old Regime
and the Revolution, Tocqueville wrote: "Generally
speaking, the most perilous moment for a bad
government is one when it seeks to mend its ways.
Patiently endured so long as it seemed beyond redress,
a grievance comes to appear intolerable once the
possibility of removing it crosses men's minds. For the
mere fact that certain abuses have been remedied
draws attention to the others and they now appear
more galling; people may suffer less, but their sensibil
ity is exacerbated."

T h e great Austrian economist Ludwig von
Mises came of age in a remarkable place during a
remarkable time. In the first of a two-part article,
Richard Ebeling paints a portrait of late-nineteenthcentury Vienna.
All you have to do is read the newspapers to see
that government is running amok with the power
of eminent domain. Steven Greenhut presents a
revealing case study.

But that prompts this question: what brings the
initial improvement? Caplan responds: "The answer,
in my model, is luck. A n economy in the idea trap
usually stays in the idea trap. But once in a while, it
wins a little lottery. Maybe the president of the coun
try happens to read Bastiat during his last term, and
decides to try a more free-market approach. This
increases growth, which in turn improves the climate
of public opinion."

The modern social sciences are enamored with
theoretical models, those elegant abstract edifices that
our untidy real world never manages to equal. Do those
models help us understand social and economic
processes? Or are they traps to justify government
intervention? Gene Callahan and Robert Murphy
answer these questions.
Here's what our columnists' labor has yielded for
this issue: Richard Ebeling examines the proposed
European Union constitution. Lawrence Reed relates a
near-horror story from Detroit. Thomas Szasz unmasks
Benjamin Rush. Robert Higgs reports on how cattle
men generated property rights. Charles Baird
continues his discussion of Henry Hazlitt's views on
labor unions. And your editor, reading a prominent
columnist's case for government funding of science,
remonstrates, "It Just Ain't S o ! "

From all this, Caplan concludes, "[Aldvocates of
free-market reforms should always root for good times
and marginal improvements."
But marginal improvements within a rich but inter
ventionist culture may merely instill an "if it ain't
broke, don't fix it" mentality. Good times may be nec
essary for increasing freedom and prosperity, but they
may not be sufficient. Economic and an even broader
philosophical understanding appear necessary too.
Luck isn't enough.

Our book reviewers take on volumes about the
yearning for freedom, Franklin Roosevelt, the climate
in academia, and education historian E. G. West.
-— Sheldon Richrnan
srichman@fee. org

***
The opponents of unfettered world trade routinely
pose as champions of the poor in the less-developed parts
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Government Should Fund Science?
It Just Ain't So!
BY S H E L D O N

T

RICHMAN

homas Friedman, the New York Times foreignaffairs columnist, is beside himself because the
2005 federal budget contains a 2 percent, or
$105 million, cut for the National Science Foundation
( N S F ) . As W . S. Gilbert would say, "Oh, horror!"
This, Friedman predicted in his December 5, 2004,
column ("Fly Me to the Moon"), will condemn us
Americans to a bleak future indeed. In support he
enlists Shirley A n n Jackson, president of the
American Association for the Advancement of
Science. Not coincidentally, this organization is popu
lated by the collectors of innumerable N S F grants. Not
everything a scientist says is objective.
Would it be too much to expect one of the country's
most prominent journalists to do a little historical
digging? Friedman might have discovered substantial
scientific and medical projects undertaken and
successfully completed by privately funded interests.
As Aaron Steelman wrote in these pages over six
years ago, "[T]he private sector has been responsible for
some of mankind's most important scientific
breakthroughs" ("The Free Market and Scientific
Research," May 1998, www.fee.org/vnews.php?nid=
4017). Steelman went on to document his assertion with
cases such as the discovery of a smallpox vaccine, diph
theria antitoxin, DNA, the genetic structure of viruses,
the practical application of penicillin, and more. Private
money, such as that provided by the Rockefeller
Foundation, made this heroic work possible.

tures. But where does the government get the money?
All government can do is take wealth from those who
produced it and give it to those who didn't. T h e stock
answer is that private investors won't finance "basic
research" because it's not profitable in the short run.
What this really means is that politicians and bureau
crats can be counted on to see the benefits of basic
research more objectively than entrepreneurs. I'd like
to see Friedman say that with a straight face.

If Friedman's point is that fewer projects would be
funded, how does he know that too many aren't being
funded now?
Folks like Friedman take it for granted that only the
government will undertake large-scale scientific ven

Many people believe that the billions Congress has
spent on the space program couldn't possibly have
been put to better use. But how do they know that?

THE F R E E M A N : Ideas on Liberty

As Public Choice economics teaches, we are far
safer in presuming that politicians and bureaucrats are
motivated by re-election and career enhancement
than by a desire to benefit people who must finance
government activities whether they like them or not.
Political officials are apt to look only at the immediate
benefits to highly visible and well-organized con
stituencies, and not at the larger expense spread thinly
over the rest of society.
Entrepreneurs, on the other hand, earn profits
only by anticipating what people will find beneficial
and be willing to pay for. They must take costs
into account and have no taxpayers at their disposal.
( A real free market has no corporate welfare.)
Businessmen routinely project their plans years
ahead, without the prospect of an immediate payoff, if
an attractive return is anticipated later. Entrepreneurs
are capable of grasping that basic research will yield
valuable products. Could it be that Friedman fears that
his favorite projects won't be chosen?

Sheldon Richrnan (srichman@fee.org)
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IT J U S T A I N ' T S O ! : G o v e r n m e n t
They have no idea what would have been discovered
and produced had the money been left in the private
sector, where consumer sovereignty, free exchange,
and the price system create the indispensable feedback
lacking in the political system.

Should Fund

Science?

around Friedman's vision? Do we want young people to
look to a central authority for their mission in life?
He writes further that such a project "would also
create a magnet to inspire young people to contribute
to . . . America's future by becoming scientists, engi
neers and mathematicians."

Boards full of unaccountable political appointees
spending other people's money do not inspire confi
dence. Innovation and bureaucracy are words rarely
found together in affirmative sentences. Knowledge is
discovered through competition, but government cen
tralization of research stifles competition. T h e
authorities are not interested in funding what they
regard as outside the mainstream. Moreover, govern
ment financing reduces private financing and even
influences its direction. Political Correctness aggra
vates the problem many times over. T h e last thing we
should want is the corrupting hand of bureaucracy
bending the scientific enterprise. (See Kent Jeffreys,
"Super Boondoggle: Time to Pull the Plug on the
Superconducting Super Collider," Cato Briefing
Papers No. 16, May 26, 1992, www.cato.org/pub_display.php?pub_id= 14576kprint=Y&full= 1.)

Is Friedman not aware that when people pursue
income and professional satisfaction they are led
as if by an invisible hand to "contribute to America's
future," if by that we mean the well-being of
Americans (and others, of course)? Many of them
will become scientists, engineers, and mathematicians
not because the government has herded them in that
direction, but rather because they love the work and
like the compensation. If the problem is science and
math education, then the solution has been available
all along: separation of school and state.
Friedman calls on President Bush to "Summon . . .
all our energies and skills to produce a 21st-century
fuel." All our energies and skills? What does he have in
mind for those who wish to work or invest in other
areas of human need?
O f course, he has the obligatory quotation from
President Kennedy, one of the great champions of
national goal-setting: "We choose to go to the moon in
this decade . . . because that goal will serve to organize
and measure the best of our energies and skills."
Friedman commends this attitude to President Bush,
but after SpaceShipOne, the successfully launched,
privately financed spacecraft, invoking the centralized
and obscenely wasteful space program that Kennedy
inspired sounds ignorant to say the least.

Pervasive Collectivism

W

hat is most disturbing about Friedman's article is
its pervasive collectivism. It is not enough for
him to argue that if the government doesn't finance
scientific research, it won't get done. No, he com
mends massive government spending on science as a
way to enlist Americans in a common cause. He writes
that "a national science project . . . would be our gen
eration's moon shot: a crash science initiative for
alternative energy and conservation to make America
energy-independent in 10 years. Imagine if every
American kid, in every school, were galvanized around
such a vision."

At any rate, why would we want government to
organize our energies and skills? America is
nothing if not a monument to the organizational
prowess of the liberal market order. Look around and
you'll see that there's no order like unplanned
order. N o government has ever achieved any
thing like what free people have achieved. And
unlike government, which does its organizing by
threatening violence against the innocent, the free
market achieves its wonders through consent, con
tract, and incentive.
^

I could point out that the free market, if allowed to
work, has a built-in incentive to develop alternative
energies and conservation when they are needed: the
quest for profit. I could also ask what energy independ
ence would mean in a globalized world, which
Friedman favors. But what I really need to ask is this:
why would we want to galvanize every American kid
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Free Trade and the Climb
Out of Poverty
BY

STEVEN

O

trade now opened. Critics of free trade and so-called
"profit-led" globalization are sometimes correct in
pointing to the harmful effects of the IMF and World
Bank, and the clear corporate special interests that are
embodied in particular agreements. However, when
those criticisms are extended to genuine free trade
rightly understood, they miss the mark. Attempts to
restrict such trade, or to "direct it from below," are
bound to worsen the condition of those people who
can afford it least. Although free trade is not sufficient
to ensure economic and social well-being, it is a neces
sary means to that end.

ver the thousands of years of human history,
poverty and early death have been the norm,
with comfort and longevity the exceptions.
T h e improvements in the human condition, at least on
average, seen over the course of the twentieth century
dwarf the improvements of the previous centuries
combined. By virtually any measure one can imagine,
human beings are living longer, better lives than at any
other time. However, the wonders of the last century
certainly did not touch all humanity equally. T h e clear
majority of the world's population, though better off
than 100 years earlier, still have lives a far cry from
those of even the poorest in the West and North. One
of the most pressing questions of this century is how we
can extend the bounty of last century to those who
have not yet been able to enjoy fully the fruits of
human improvement.

T h e key to free trade's liberating role is that those
who possess capital are able to bring it to workers who
lack it, which in turn raises their productivity and
enhances their earning power. Underlying the argu
ment for free trade is the principle of comparative
advantage, which argues that all parties are better off
when each producer does what he or she does compar
atively best and trades the results with others.
Specialization by comparative advantage enables each
person, or state/province, or country to find what they
do at least cost and to benefit from the ability to
exchange for what others can produce cheaply. Just as
it makes more sense for me to specialize at being a col
lege professor and trade for my food, clothing, and
housing (rather than making them myself), it makes
no sense to struggle to grow citrus in the American
Midwest, when residents of those states can grow grain
much more cheaply and trade for citrus with Florida,
which has the comparative advantage at the latter.

A t center stage in the debate over this issue is the
role of "free trade" in generating or retarding human
improvement. T h e concern, and protests in the streets,
over "globalization" reflect the perceived centrality of
international economic activity in understanding what
makes people better off. As trade across national
borders continues to grow, there are those who see
in that growth the attempt by Western corporations
and quasigovernmental institutions such as the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank
to extract resources from the rest of the world for their
own use, leaving those who already have a long hill to
climb even farther from the top.
In addition, recent "free trade" agreements like
N A F T A and the proposed F T A A (Free Trade Area of
the Americas) complicate matters even more by simul
taneously opening up trade and heavily regulating the
THE F R E E M A N : Ideas on L i b e r t y
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Free T r a d e a n d t h e Climb O u t o f P o v e r t y
The same principles apply across nations. W h e n indi

Meanwhile, back in the West, the cheaper import

viduals are free to trade across national boundaries,

ed goods enable Western consumers to have more

producers in each area will specialize in the things they

income left over to spend on things they otherwise

can do most cheaply, to the benefit of themselves and

could not buy. If my shoes cost $15 less by being made

their trading partners.

overseas, I have $15 to spend on something else. T h a t

For many Third World countries, their comparative

expenditure also creates employment opportunities in

advantage is the cheapness of their labor and the avail

the West, normally for higher-paying capital-intensive

ability of some natural resources. For

manufacturing jobs or service-sector

Western

work. Consider how the cheapening

firms,

this

presents

an

opportunity

for profit by reducing

labor

resource

and

costs.

When

Western firms open up shop in the
Third World, they bring capital to
those places. This creates jobs for cit
izens there and provides the West
with cheaper goods. It is the classic
mutual benefit of all exchange: the
developing country gets jobs;

the

home country gets cheaper goods.
The jobs created by Western firms in
low-income countries average about
eight times the per capita wages of
the local area, providing a significant
benefit to those who take such jobs in

The key to free
trade's liberating
role is that those
who possess capital
are able to bring it
to workers who lack
it, which in turn
raises their produc
tivity and enhances
their earning power.

of food costs thanks to mechanized
agriculture has enabled the Western
world to have considerable excess
income to spend on nonagricultural
goods and a variety of services. All
those newly created jobs pay much
better than the agricultural jobs dis
placed by mechanization. And some
of those jobs may be created overseas,
if the excess income is spent on other
imports. Any time that

consumers

can purchase goods more cheaply
because producers cut costs, there
follows the creation of new, betterpaying jobs elsewhere. In the last
century the number of Americans

comparison to their other options.

employed in agriculture dropped from about 50 per
Seizing Opportunity

cent of the workforce to under 3 percent. T h a t change

T

was accompanied by a tremendous increase in per capi

his explains why people seek jobs in Western-

ta income (not to mention non-economic measures of

owned factories despite conditions that we in the

well-being).

West might find seriously unpleasant: They need to
support their families, and these jobs offer a much bet

Free trade enables capital to come to those who

ter alternative than scraping a living off the land or
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Horwitz
into life. Forces from the extreme left, the extreme
right, environmentalist groups, trade unions of
developed countries and some self-appointed represen
tatives of civil society are gathering around a common
endeavor: to save the people of developing countries
from—development."

those same profits can be used in the future to make
others better off. None of this assumes that Western
firms are angelic, only self-interested. What the critics
of globalization fail to recognize is that markets gener
ate beneficial results as unintended consequences of the
self-interested behavior of firms and individuals.
Under a regime of free trade, self-interest is harmo
nized with the public interest, as the latter emerges as
an unintended consequence of the former.

Promotes Peace

O

ne further benefit of free trade is that it promotes
international peace. Countries that trade with
one another create mutual interdependence, which
raises the cost of armed conflict. If one country
depends on another for cheap goods and services, what
gain is there to a military invasion? Where interde
pendence is the nature of the relationship, fates are
tied and war makes little sense. International conflict
flows out of the sort of nationalism that results from

A further concern of many opponents of free trade
and the globalization process is that they lead to the
destruction of the environment. Two points need to be
made with respect to that concern. T h e first is that the
oft-cited "race to the bottom" is largely a myth.
Environmental regulations are not one of the major
factors that determine where firms locate (although
very restrictive ones can push them up the list). Firms
are much more concerned about
secure property rights, a sound legal
system, political stability, and access
to communications and transporta
tion than environmental regulations
in and of themselves. T h e scenario
where countries continually lower
their standards to attract new firms
is farfetched.

restrictions on free trade, just as
democracies do not go to war with
other democracies, so it is that coun
tries with open trading relationships
do not go to war. Peace and free trade
have a long and storied history, and
the very same thinkers who have
argued for free trade, and have been
excoriated for it by the antimilitarist left, did so
because they believed it would promote international
harmony and peace. T h e critics of free trade need to
re-read both economic history and the history of
ideas, and realize that their opposition to free trade is
likely to increase international military activity, not
reduce it.

Free trade enables
capital to come
to those who
need it most.

Second, and perhaps more important, is the over
whelming empirical evidence of what is called the
Environmental Kuznets Curve. In country after coun
try we see a U-shaped relationship between per capita
income and environmental quality. As growth takes
place, measures of environmental quality fall, but at
about $5,000 per capita G D P this turns around, with
almost all categories of environmental damage show
ing improvement at about $8,000. Although there will
be short-run costs, in the long run the path to envi
ronmental protection is paved with economic growth.
Free trade promotes that growth and thus will create
the wealth necessary for clean technologies. T o burden
the developing world with Western-style environmen
tal standards is to condemn its citizens to a longer stay
in the poverty they wish to escape and would appear to
replicate the paternalistic colonialism that anti-globalists decry. As former Mexican president Ernesto
Zedillo put it: "A peculiar alliance has recently come
THE F R E E M A N : Ideas on Liberty

What the critics of globalization have right, but not
right enough, is the pernicious role of the IMF and
World Bank. For those who support true free trade,
these two institutions represent a step backward. T h e
critics are correct, for example, in identifying many of
the ways in which they, through their loans to various
governments, have caused unnecessary environmental
degradation through the inappropriate application
of Western agricultural techniques over superior
indigenous ones.
Just as important are the ways in which the strings
attached to loans and aid from those institutions lead
developing countries to adopt polices antithetical to
10
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long-run development. Many of the economic theories

development. A country's "internal" policies (regula

used by the IMF and World Bank are outdated and

tion,

cause more harm than good. Moreover, they are over

institutions) are at least as important for economic

ly focused on macroeconomic variables, such as

development. A country open to international trade

investment rates or budget deficits, when the real

but with highly restricted markets, high rates of infla

problems facing many developing countries are micro-

tion, weak legal and financial institutions, and political

economic (such as overregulation of markets) or

instability is unlikely to grow because it is not an attrac

institutional (lack of well-defined property

monetary

stability,

and

reliable

political

rights,

tive place even for those who can relocate there. A n

political and legal instability, and more). Many anti-

agenda for encouraging the spread of wealth to all

globalization protesters argue for reforming the IMF

humanity should support freedom not only across

and World Bank to make them more responsive

national borders but within them as well. Restrictions

to local needs. However, they will always respond

on free trade are no more noxious than misguided eco

to those who have political power at the national

nomic policies put in place by postcolonial leaders, who

level. Rather than reforming them, advocates of truly

imported those ideas from economically ill-informed

free trade should seek to close the
doors of both and reduce the impov
erishment of the developing world in
the process.
Those who wish to improve wellbeing in the developing countries
need to support the expansion of free
trade. T h e recent agreements aimed
at doing so ( N A F T A and the pro
posed F T A A ) are hardly ideal for this
purpose.

Although

they

clearly

increase the flow of goods and servic

Western elites. T h e fight to reduce

Many of the
economic theories
used by the I M F
and World Bank
are outdated and
cause more harm
than good.

es across borders, they also introduce

human poverty must take place on
many fronts.
Despite their attempts to monopo
lize it, the anti-globalists' views are
not the only ones to lay a legitimate
claim to the word "progressive." T h e
more than 200-year-long attempt to
open up the world to the free flow of
goods, services, and people, and to
make the wealth of the West available
to the rest of the world, is one of the
most progressive projects in human

a heavy dose of regulation into the process that undoes

history. It has already resulted in previously unimagin

some of the benefits the trade would create. In addi

able increases in wealth in those parts of the world most

tion, the documents are often not made public or are

open to trade, and there is no reason to believe those

so difficult to read and understand that citizens have

benefits will not be extended to those who have yet to

little idea of just how much special-interest influence

experience them.

has affected the final outcome.
T h a t having been said, an imperfect

Those who wish to slow down, stop, or politically
control that

free-trade

process are the

true reactionaries,

agreement is better than none at all, and certainly bet

standing atop the wave of human progress yelling

ter than one burdened with even more labor and

"stop" simply because they cannot understand how an

the

uncontrolled, spontaneously ordered process can possi

developing world from taking advantage of the bene

bly benefit everyone. Progress is not synonymous with

environmental regulations that would prevent

intentional human control. Progress comes from good

fits of access to Western capital.

policies that let individuals use their local knowledge

Finally, all sides involved in the globalization issue
need to take a step back and recognize that a

to their own benefit, and in doing so, unintentionally

country's "external" policies (its policies concerning

benefit others. T h e path toward development requires

international trade and relations) are only half the

free trade. T o restrict it is to condemn to prolonged

equation. Free trade is necessary but not sufficient for

poverty those who most need to escape it.
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The Great Outsourcing Scare of 2004
BY J U O E

BLANCHETTE

L

in regards to the outsourcing of the information-tech
nology ( I T ) sector, many estimates use 2000 for
comparison. Yet that was "an unusual year for the
technology sector because Y2K fears and the height of
the dot-com bubble had pushed employment to an
artificially high level. W h e n 1999 is used as the starting point, it becomes clear that
offshore outsourcing has not caused a
collapse in I T hiring."

ast year a protectionist wind filled the air. All
the good jobs, Americans were told, were disap
pearing faster than one could say "New Delhi."
O n opening his local newspaper, the typical
American would find articles alerting, "As job exports
rise, some economists rethink the mathematics of free
trade." Or: "Thomson Trims 1,535
Jobs by Shifting Work to China." O n
his drive into work, he might turn
on N P R and hear a sound bite by
Senator J o h n Kerry lambasting
the "Benedict Arnold" CEOs who
ship jobs abroad. That night after
dinner, this American might turn on
C N N to hear Lou Dobbs warn of
"Exporting America."

The Great
Outsourcing
Scare of 2004,
like all protectionist
scares, turned out
to be one part
sensationalism,
one part economic
ignorance.

In short, it appeared as if the
whole country might soon find itself
working at the nearest McDonald's.
T h e new outsourcing, the use of
white-collar services in foreign coun
tries to cut costs, became one of the most debated
issues on the news, in magazines, and on the op-ed
pages of the largest newspapers. However, the Great
Outsourcing Scare of 2004, like all protectionist
scares, turned out to be one part sensationalism, one
part economic ignorance.

While focusing exclusively on job
losses (which the data show to be minor relative to the
overall economy), detractors miss the dispersed bene
fits outsourcing will help bring via lower prices.
According to the Reason Public Policy Institute, "For
every dollar of spending on business services that
moves offshore, U . S . companies save 58 cents."
Moreover, the McKinsey Global Institute ( M G I )
found that " O f the $ 1 . 4 5 - $ 1.47 of value M G I esti
mates is created globally from every dollar . . . a
domestic company chooses to divert abroad, the U.S.
captures $ 1 . 1 2 - $ 1.14 while the receiving country cap2

A much-publicized and well-reasoned Foreign
Affairs article by Daniel W . Drezner essentially put the
jobs issue to bed last May. Drezner showed that the
numbers don't support the Dobbs argument: even
using one of the most liberal estimates of job losses
from outsourcing, "less than .2 percent of employed
Americans" would be affected.' Drezner also notes that
THE F R E E M A N : Ideas on L i b e r t y

Drezner concludes, "It is easy to
praise economic globalization during
the boom times; the challenge, how
ever, is to defend it during the lean
years of a business cycle. Offshore out
sourcing is not the bogeyman that
critics say it is. Their arguments, how
ever, must be persistently refuted.
Otherwise, the results will be disas
trous: less growth, lower incomes—
and fewer jobs for American workers."

Jude Blanchette (jblanchette@fee.org)
Fellow at FEE.
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tures on average 33 cents. In other words, the U . S .
captures 78 percent of the total value."

3

A further challenge to the protectionist case came
in the form of "insourcing"—the opposite of out
sourcing. Foreign firms, attracted by this country's
(relatively) stable currency and political process,
adherence to the rule of law, and protection of proper
ty rights, have hired Americans to replace workers in
their home countries. There is, of course, little
objection to this by Americans (including Dobbs).
Observers have begun to report that jobs created by
insourcing greatly outnumber those lost to outsourc
ing. According to the Organization for International
Investment, 6.4 million jobs were insourced in 2001
alone. (Remember that the most alarming prediction is
for three million jobs to be outsourced by 2015.) This
is up from 5.1 million jobs in 1996.

4

Two Reports

Y

et perhaps the most damning evidence against the
outsourcing scare comes from the federal govern

ment in two recent studies. Last June the Department of
Labor reported that just 4,633 jobs were replaced by
overseas labor during the first three months of 2004.
This number represented 2 percent of the 239,361 lay
5

offs for that same quarter. Another study, released in
September by the Government Accountability Office
( G A O ) , concludes, "The Department of Labor's Mass
Layoff Survey data show that layoffs attributable to
overseas relocation represent a small fraction of overall
6

total mass layoffs." Put another way, the hysteria over
outsourcing

wasn't

warranted.

Even before

these

reports, economists who actually spent time examining
the logic and numbers knew the protectionist rumblings
were hot air.
T h e opponents of outsourcing presented it to the
American public as a menace—if the government did
n't protect us, virtually all

